That the mower stalled on a hedgehog that was probably not killed, but lying around dead in the grass seems aptly Marvellian. 6 For critics tell us Marvell was the first poet who 'sang of haymaking and set up the figure of the mower' to represent historical necessity. 7 As Larkin himself commented in his lecture 'The Changing Face of Andrew Marvell', when his Janus-like predecessor rhymes in 'The Garden' that 'Stumbling on melons as I pass, | Ensnar'd with flowers, I fall on grass', then imagines himself 'Annihilating all that's made | To a green thought in a green shade', the pathetic fallacy of universal annihilation is so extreme 'the reader cannot be blamed for seeking an interpretation over and above the poem's face value'. The 'poet of enigma, of concealed meaning, of alternative explanation', but also 'of sudden sincerities', Larkin called Marvell, insisting it is impossible to believe this desire for oblivion 'relates only to a garden'. 8 He was a virtuoso of surprise sincerities himself, as in his late lyric 'Cut Grass', with its allusion to Shakespeare's 'passing clouds' (Romeo and Juliet, II. i. 73), 'Moving at summer's pace': 'Cut grass lies frail: | Brief is the breath | Mown stalks exhale. | Long, long the death || It dies in the white hours | Of youngleafed June'. 9 Thus, what surely arrested the stalled poet of 'The Mower' is how for his precursor the trail of devastation may be historically determined, but the mower and poet are still condemned as guilty by association in acts of disastrous criminal negligence:
For when the Sun the Grass hath vexed The tawny Mowers enter next. To them the Grassy Deeps divide, And crowd a Lane to either side.
With whistling Scythe, and Elbow strong, These massacre the Grass along: While one, unknowing, carves the Rail, Whose yet unfeather'd Quills her fail. The edge all bloody from its Breast He draws, and does his stroke detest, Fearing the Flesh untimely mow'd To him a Fate as black forbode.
In Marvell's great pastoral 'Upon Appleton House', the casual slaughter of the fledgling 'rail' or corncrake by the 'unknowing' mower is not only another memento mori, like that in 'The Mower's Song', foretelling how 'flow'rs, and grass, and I, and all, | Will in one common ruin fall', but the prompt for a mea culpa by a writer who 'does his stroke' of penmanship detest in abetting the indiscriminate atrocities perpetrated by Cromwell.
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The very disproportion of affect thereby measures the arbitrariness of the so-called Protector's power; for 'What does it boot | To build below the grass' root', the poem asks, with a reproving glance at Shakespeare's Leveller gardeners in Richard II, 'When lowness is unsafe as height?'
12 So, as Larkin must have intuited, these meditations in time of civil war, calibrated as backhanded compliments to the revolutionary ruler, 'Who from his private gardens … Could by industrious valour climb | To ruin the great work of time', are also briefs for the indictment of writerly connivance in such sovereign violence; denunciations of the self-harming collaboration of the airhead artist in any system of state terror, like that of the musical mower Damon, who while dizzily 'Depopulating all the Ground' with his 'whistling Scythe … The edged Steel by careless chance | Did into his own ankle glance; | And there among the Grass fell down | By his own Scythe, the Mower mown'. 13 In Andrew Marvell: The Chameleon Nigel Smith discerns in these 'dark pastorals the despair wrought on the mower' by a criminal complicity in Cromwell's violence.
14 Yet Michael Wood contends that, like Yeats in a poem such as 'The Curse of Cromwell', which rhapsodises the drunken soldiery, 'the swordsmen and the horsemen', who wreak such carnage, Marvell inhabits a 'dream region' where disbelief in what Walter Benjamin called Rechtsgewalt, the violence of law, and Hannah Arendt 'state-owned violence' is willingly suspended. According to this reading, Marvell's defence of Cromwell's massacres as 'good' and 'just' is of a piece with a Schmittian submission to the 'violence associated with legality itself, Rechtmäßigkeit': all an act in a theatre of cruelty, like Larkin's pose of aggressive philistinism.
And Graham Hammill has indeed related Marvell's 'longing to be punished' by brambles, bines, and briars to his relish for power as a sublime force that it is 'madness to resist or blame'. 16 So it is tempting to deduce that in reacting to 'Flesh untimely mow'd' Marvell's imitator was voicing the torment of another mown mower over his self-flagellating ardour for the sublimely Cromwellian Margaret Thatcher, who had been elected to maul his own unobtrusive librarian's world just days before he surprisingly closed his poem and life's work on the sharply tender almost-truism that 'we should be careful', not only of what we wish for, but also 'Of each other, we should be kind | While there is still time'. For by 7 July he was already spicing a letter to the novelist Barbara Pym, retailing a lunch at 'the "Thatchers" as guest of the Privy Purse', with excited gossip about impending academic 'cut-backs, economies, frozen posts'.
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Like Marvell, Larkin seemed to take perverse erotic pleasure in voluntary submission to the sublime power and 'industrious valour' of a political leader he fantasised punishing him in 'fetters', 'chains', and 'silken bondage'.
18 Thus, soon after writing 'The Mower' he was camply relishing how 'la Thatcher is planning to slim the universities. None is to be closed (shame!), but seemingly we are to be told what to pack up … which means some people will get their DCM (Don't Come Mondays).' 19 And, of course, Hull University's moaning mower never ceased to 'adore' 'the Leaderene', who at some other Downing Street event shot back at him her favourite Larkin line about 'the girl whose mind was full of knives', which he was thrilled to report she seemed to picture as a mind rather along her own lines. 'What a blade of steel!' he was wont to exclaim, investing poetry in power. 20 In fact, those mental secateurs had once belonged to George Herbert, who in his poem 'Affliction IV' disclosed how 'My thoughts are all a case of knives, | Wounding my heart | With scattered smart'. 21 psychic case for the razors of Larkin's own self-wounding obviously had 'something to do with violence | A long way back', in the words of 'Aubade', his other parting poem, when he overloaded his elegy with distress that 'Burial was no help':
Next morning I got up and it did not. The first day after a death, the new absence Is always the same.
Sans Everything
'The tawny mowers enter next': editors note how Marvell invites us to hear his mowers as Moors, and so as morris-dancers blacked up like the 'sunburned sicklemen of August' called to make merry in the marriage masque of The Tempest, who instead jolt its presenter into one of the most distraught fits of pique in literature. The nihilism with which Prospero deconstructs his pièce de résistance into a 'hollow and confused noise', then predicts that 'like the baseless fabric of this vision, | The cloud-capped towers, the gorgeous palaces, | The solemn temples, the great globe itself, | Yea all which it inherit, shall dissolve', was certainly determined by violence long ago. For these blackamoors rise from their 'furrow' (V. i. 134-55) to abreact a return of repressed memories not only of Caliban's slave revolt, but of Tunis, where Claribel is lost 'to an African' (II. i. 125), like 'Dusky Dis' (IV. i. 89), that 'was Carthage' (II. i. 82), before its Roman incinerators sowed it with 'docks' and 'nettle-seed' (II. i. 143), after the founding holocaust of Western empire. So all flesh is grass, the 'burned' faces in this dance of death attest; and Richard Meek acutely observes how the 'insubstantial pageant faded' (IV. i. 155) leaves the thunderstruck crew of The Tempest doubting to the end if Prospero's power is not merely another such 'enchanted trifle' (V. i. 112).
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With his masque of Moorish reapers, Marvell thus seems to share with Shakespeare a sense that power is built on nothing but a fiction; and that if sovereignty depends in this illusory way on the imagination of its sublime force, then 'The same Arts that did gain | A power must it maintain'. 24 'Cromwell's a traitor!' the poet's patron, Lady Fairfax, had shouted from the gallery at the king's trial. 25 Its brutal theatre trope therefore links the 'Horatian Ode upon Cromwell's Return from Ireland' to Shakespeare's major crisis of decision, also based on Lucan's Pharsalia, when he had his Chorus in Henry V speculate how Londoners would 'fetch their conqur'ring Caesar in', if only Essex were 'from Ireland coming, | Bringing rebellion broachèd on his sword'. In that state of emergency, the traitor earl's Rubicon became the dramatist's; and Janet Clare rightly decodes these risqué lines as 'too confident' an authorial endorsement. 26 For it was with this faux pas that Shakespeare's tragic decade commenced, as the rebel general turned the 'forced power' of that 'broachèd sword' onto 'our gracious Empress' Elizabeth instead of on rebellious Celts (Henry V, V. 0. 24-9). Hazlitt argued that for Shakespeare poetry was irresistibly drawn to power; though poetry and power have seldom come so close as when the poet backed the wrong horse.
27 But Larkin would undergo his own memorable hour of historical consciousness when he was invited to dine with 'Mrs T.' upon her triumphant return from the war in the Falklands, an ordeal, according to a fellow guest, the philosopher Isaiah Berlin, that similarly 'qualified his adoration':
He sat in silence for most of the meal, 'unable to think of a thing to say, and not hearing much,' until the conversation turned to Germany, when 'Mrs Thatcher complained about the Berlin Wall'. 'Surely,' Larkin suddenly said, 'you don't want to see a united Germany?' 'Well, no,' Mrs. Thatcher answered, 'perhaps not.' 'Well then, ' bleak admission of the political mistakes to which their love of power led. Thus, by deconstructing the mystical foundation of authority as a theatrical effect, like the sword held erect in the shape of a cross to repel 'the spirits of the shady night' at the end of his ode, Marvell prefigured modern theorists of sovereignty, who tell us that since authority and law rest only upon themselves, 'they are a violence without ground'. As Jacques Derrida put it, every regime generates after the fact what it was destined to create in advance: an interpretation 'to give necessity to the violence that produced the interpretation' itself. 30 Critics trace Marvell's grasp of this vicious hermeneutic circle to his reading of Machiavelli, and the doctrine that laws 'do hold or break | As men are strong or weak'. But the author of the cynical Cromwellian ode needed to look no further than Shakespeare's 'wiser art' for the dark moral that if 'the King is a thing … Of nothing' (Hamlet IV. ii. 26-8), then 'Each thing's a thief. | The laws, your curb and whip, in their rough power | Have unchecked theft' (Timon IV. iii. 435).
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The Machiavellian poet who pretended Cromwell proved 'How fit he is to sway | That can so well obey' knew that, if 'We are such stuff as dreams are made on' (Tempest IV. i. 156), 'In dreams begin responsibilities'. 32 And it is in confronting our 'bad dreams' (Hamlet II. ii. 250) that Larkin too comes closest to Shakespeare. For there is an elective affinity between these writers, Peter Holbrook proposes, in almost the only essay to track the poet's Shakespeare allusions, due to their habit of seeing life 'as founded upon nothingness'. Thus, in 'Deceptions', the pitiless poem that exhilarated Margaret Thatcher, the girl whose 'mind lay open like a draw of knives' is 'the less deceived', unlike 'the more deceived' Ophelia (Hamlet III. i. 121), because she suffers no illusion that her rapist loved her. Likewise, in 'Toads', the worker's longing 'To shout Stuff your pension!' is mocked by the echo that 'that's the stuff | That dreams are made on', which entails Prospero's crushing platitude that 'our little life | Is rounded with a sleep' (Tempest IV. i. 157). And in 'Letter to a Friend about Girls', Hamlet's put-down, 'There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio, | Than are dreamt of in your philosophy' (I. v. 168), ironises the speaker's bafflement at his unequal success ratio: 'One day perhaps I'll know … One of those "more things", could it be, Horatio?' That Larkin later altered this line, to sign it as a letter from the sidekick to the prince, only reinforces Holbrook ' poet looked to Shakespeare for a premonition of his own worst fear, that 'life itself is part of nothingness', the recurrent dream he recorded as early as 'The North Ship', 'Where all things seem | Sickeningly to poise | On emptiness', and 'The rest is silence' (V. ii. 300).
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Hamlet has 'a ghostly but pervasive presence in Larkin's poetry', Holbrook perceives, because of its fixation on the dread he pictured in 'Aubade' as 'a standing chill | That slows each impulse down to indecision': a horror of 'The anaesthetic from which none come round', than which there is 'nothing more terrible, nothing more true'. Archie Burnett's 2013 editing of the entire juvenilia has in fact revealed how early on Larkin was finding in the plays this 'lawless and uncertain thought' of 'cold obstruction' (Measure for Measure III. i. 121-7): 'what we fear -no sight, no sound, | No touch or taste or smell'. A Shakespearean shiver at 'mere oblivion, | Sans teeth, sans eyes, sans taste, sans everything' (As You Like It II. vii. 164) is there, for instance, in the doodle of the schoolboy in an empty classroom: 'Waft, waft, thou Summer wind, | No blade is so unkind … Thou blow'st, from day to week | Dust upon beauty's cheek'. 34 As it is in 'Holidays', where the Betjemanesque dedication, to 'all schoolgirls who visit the Shakespeare Memorial Theatre during the season', is belied by the same cutting unkindness, after Pam and Barbara decide to 'go to Stratford-on-Avon and see a play', and agree 'Who cares what we see?' when they have 'been all of them' already: 'Rosalind, Viola, Portia, Beatrice too … have laughed as they laughed, Jessica, Imogen, | And, like Miranda, have woken in worlds brave and new: | Cleopatra and Juliet … have loved and died, | Or, like Desdemona, been slain by a passionate hand'. 35 Larkin said that growing up in the 'Shakespeare Country', in Coventry and then Warwick, had made him 'a vulture for culture in [his] own way', who went to the 'Memorial Theatre every Saturday to see Shakespeare', because the 'intersex' of the Bard's heroines reminded him of boys he said 'he was in love with in a rather more physical way'. But the refined accents of the actresses alienated him: '"Hwat cantry, frens, ees theese?" … "And hwat" -despairing gesture -"shud ay dew in Eeleeria?" etc. pornographic 'Brunette' stories, when lesbianism was replacing pederasty in his persona. 37 So the savage blast that lashes those 'brown legs' as they peddle to Stratford's matinee 'magic land, | To the queue, and the stools, and the shilling to get inside' is the same sublime power that 'doth blow, doth blow', through all these Shakespeare scenes, ruthlessly extinguishing 'the youth, the joy'. 38 On such a night as 24 June 1940, when the moon shines so bright it 'hurts the eyes', Larkin's early Arnoldian pose, that 'quietness and certitude of worth … are gone from the earth', collapses in awareness that these have always been illusory, as it was 'In such a night as this' that Jessica stole 'from the wealthy Jew' (Merchant V. i. 1-15), as Cressida did from Troilus. 'In the past | There has been too much moonlight and self-pity', Shakespeare now tells the poet. So, 'the heavy ploughman snores' at the end of Larkin's A Midsummer Night's Dream, 'all with weary task fordone' (V. ii. 3-4), having 'lost his sweat' (II. i. 94) in the return of those 'shadows' (Epilogue, l. 1) that the 'horned stranger' Puck presages, when the wealthy who sneered at the play are swept as 'dust behind the door' (V. ii. 20). 'We, on this Midsummer night, can sneer | In unison' with Shakespeare's doomed lovers, the poem therefore concludes, because a darker terror is about to interrupt our 37 Turning from obscene verses to the stars, The bells remind us of the sleeping roofs,
The coming hostile stares, And serried graves.
Diversity protests too much, methinks …
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Neville Chamberlain had quoted Hotspur after plucking the 'flower' of appeasement out of 'nettle danger' at Munich (1 Henry IV II. iv. 8). But like the 'wise man's son' he thought he was, the poet countered that out of this danger came 'sudden anger', to prove how 'sunlit grass | Shall flower and pass'. 44 The insistence that 'Our revels now are ended' (Tempest IV. i. 147) dominated Larkin's wartime poetry, where the embarrassment of his noncombatant role was theatricalised as if in 'a freakish play … With me upon the blinding stage | At whom the hostile audience rage'. 45 Shakespeare was thus already being referenced by the young tyro as that last word on nullification whose King Lear would lend finality to the portrait in 'The Old Fools' of drooling geriatrics, their heads with 'people in them, acting' in a drama they no longer recognise. 46 But the Shakespeare scare quotes in this piece of juvenilia also authorise the apocalyptic modernism that Leo Miller has 41 
The one time Larkin spoke publicly about Shakespeare was, astonishingly, in Germany, a country, he complained, that 'sowed the seed of my hatred of abroad', but which, other than a school trip to Belgium and a weekend in Paris, remained the only place outside Britain he ever visited. 49 The occasion was the grand ceremony on 20 April 1976 at which he was awarded the prestigious Shakespeare Prize in the glittering Kaisersaal of Hamburg town hall. But, as Motion relates, the poet's award of the prize from the F.V. S. Foundation, in recognition of 'achievement in the humanities of the English speaking world', was especially problematic due to the war and his father's politics.
50 Sydney Larkin's enthusiasm for Hitler is now infamous thanks to Motion's biography, which reveals how his father's decoration of the office he occupied as Coventry city treasurer with Nazi regalia, and of the family sitting-room with a statuette of the Führer that 'at the touch of a button leapt into a Nazi salute', had a psychological impact on the teenage poet that 'can't be exaggerated'. 51 Germany had public theatres even before England, and bands of travelling English actors played in them, and at the courts, crude but recognizable versions of Shakespeare's plays. Some of these have survived: their language is nothing like the original, and there are numerous farcical or sensational interpolations, but there is no doubt that people in Hamburg in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries knew about the merchant of Venice, and the murder of Julius Caesar in the Capitol, and Bottom the weaver, and the young prince who met his father's ghost at night on the battlements … I find it enormously exciting to think of Shakespeare's plays making their unofficial way under these conditions, in mutilated form, in a different language. Let us not forget those seventeenth-century German playgoers enjoying Shakespeare's plays without knowing who they were by, putting down their money, and perhaps asking for it back if they were bored, because this does seem to me the healthiest relation that can exist between artist and audience.
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Now that the Shakespeare lectures have been published by the F.V.S. Foundation, we can see how Larkin took more trouble with his talk than was usual in the series, and that his bizarre theory that the healthiest relation the dramatist had as an artist was with bored and boisterous Hamburgers was a riposte to the self-regard of other winners. Thus, when Peter Hall received the first post-war prize after its donors had revived it in 1967, he outlined his lifelong theme that Shakespeare's living classics remain contemporary by being given life by their director, who presides like a conductor, such as Herbert von Karajan. Hall was awarded the prize only after Olivier had declined it, smelling a rat. So, as so often, he now repudiated the great entertainer, by insisting 'a man of the theatre' should never try to please the audience: 'I do my plays to please myself '. 53 At the 1970 ceremony Harold Pinter likewise spoke of working with Hall to create a drama that was 'indifferent' to audience response; and the concept of director's theatre was further mystified by Peter Brook, who fantasised in 1973 that a Shakespeare production is a feast cooked up by the master chef, who alone knows how 'the ingredients within the "meal" are put together'. 54 When the prize was conferred on Tom Stoppard in 1979 he even theorized that Shakespeare teaches us that the purpose of the performance is to 'ambush the audience'. 55 lecture, then, is how he squashed the pretensions of the Shakespeareans by subjecting their subsidised Stratford, as he had the Memorial Theatre in 1940, to the 'enormously exciting' power of Germans to terminate the play. Considering the Shakespeare Prize was worth 25,000 Deutschmarks, Larkin's claim in his lecture that 'There would have been no Shakespeare Prize for Shakespeare' sounds rich. His theme that the playwright never received a subsidy said more about his own Thatcherite politics than it did about actual Elizabethan patronage relations. But his scorn for 'the campus poet' simply amplified the grouse he had long vented in poems like 'Naturally the Foundation will Bear Your Expenses' against the 'Lecturer in drip-dry shirt arrayed … his expenses fully paid'. 56 Prudently, the lecturer quoted lines about lecturing as a form of prostitution not from his own poetry but Auden's 'On the Circuit', with its praise of patrons for being 'So friendly, and so rich'. 57 'Since it was all in English, I got no laughs', he reported, 'but the chap before me got no laughs in German' either. 58 So it is hard to know what the sponsors made of Larkin's peroration that we must be glad 'Shakespeare's plays were acted here, in German, throughout nearly the whole of his working lifetime', because it was only when they were 'mutilated' in such 'garbled clownish travesties', before a public that 'had never heard of Shakespeare', and might at any moment stop the show, that these dramas were truly appreciated. In fact, by insisting on the intrusion of real time into the time of the play, the poet was returning to his idea of the Shakespearean sublime, and the way in which the plays were cited in his earliest poems to shame the temporisers, like the speaker in 'After-Dinner Remarks', whose quotation of the fence-sitting York in Richard II (II. iii. 158) -'I do remain | As neuter' -is cruelly smashed when 'Exploding shrapnel bursts the men | Who thought perhaps they would disdain | The world'. 59 Evidently, Larkin's existential German Shakespeare was a screen on which he projected his own sense of complicity in the violence done at 'that memorable hour' of long ago, the thoughts that were still wounding his heart 'with scattered smart'.
Larkin's rough and ready Nordic Shakespeare helps us understand how the 'hostile stares' felt by the teenage poet were not unconnected to his father's habit of striding to work at Coventry town hall sporting lederhosen 'covered in swastikas'; and how the blitz on the city was made more 56 'Naturally the Foundation will Bear Your Expenses', CP, p. 52; 'A Lecturer in drip-dry shirt arrayed', ll. 60 'The exact extent and nature of the intelligence' prior to the raid code-named 'Moonlight Sonata' remains among the great mysteries of the Second World War. Newly released files confirm how Britain's Nazi agents were monitored by MI5. 61 But considering the bombers' success in targeting crucial parts of Coventry's electrical and motor works, Larkin must have worried about his father's pre-war contacts with the enemy. 62 Critics focus on his panic before he learned his family had moved to safety, and the Oedipal guilt he displaced in his novel Jill, where he wrote how 'he deserved to be punished'. 63 Yet though they can see how the night's destruction 'is assimilated into the larger ruination' of his writing, they have been slow to ask whether the poet's ambivalence towards Germany was intensified by some deeper hurt about this violence of long ago. Thus, when Julian Barnes received the Shakespeare Prize in 1993 he must have pleased his hosts when he deplored 'over zealous investigation' into Larkin's history, citing Auden's advice to pardon collaborators and reactionaries, like Kipling and Claudel, 'for writing well'. 64 Accordingly, nothing is said in Motion's book about whether the 'fearsome conditions' in which the poet found himself giving a Shakespeare lecture in Hamburg were perhaps aggravated by his father's possible incrimination in the dark history of the very foundation that was honouring him with the award. 65 When Larkin made the short flight over the North Sea on 19 April 1976 he was revisiting a country he had twice toured with his father at the zenith of the Hitler regime, in the summers of 1936 and 1937. In boozy conversations with the Hull historian John Kenyon, the poet divulged how his father's ultimate destination in Germany had been the Nuremberg rallies. So there is as much mystery about how Sydney obtained his coveted tickets as there is about what his son knew of the 8th Nazi Party Congress, the 'Rally of Honour', marking the march into the Rhineland, or the 9th, the 'Rally of Labour', when Albert Speer's searchlights lit up Nuremberg's summer night with a 'Cathedral of Light', inspired by Gordon Craig's Hamlet designs, that would soon be put to more military uses. As commentators remark, these German tours 'are the episode of Larkin's life over which he drew a calculatedly impenetrable veil'. 'The facts hang together but one knows that a fair amount has been left out', Richard Bradford infers; and James Booth: 'The very blankness' of Larkin's recollection indicates 'some concealed trauma'. 66 Thus the poet remembered how he 'found it petrifying' not understanding German. 67 But he said nothing about Nazi rallies when he reminisced to Kenyon; and any inference was evaded in both Motion's book and Alan Pollock's drama Philip and Sydney, broadcast on BBC Radio in 2010, in which the son was portrayed as his father's improbably innocent stooge.
What the poet did recall about Hitler's Germany was the sweaty euphoria of the Bavarian beer cellars, where his father revelled in 'the jolly singing, three-four time to accordion -Schiffer Klavier': a shock that drove him to 'negro jazz', he laughed to Melvyn Bragg on the South Bank Show in 1981. But Larkin Senior also had 'business' in Germany, and this involved both what Motion calls the 'innocent side' of these beery trips, observing 'technical advances and "office methods"', and more 'sinister' meetings with the Reich elite, up to his regular correspondent, the Economics Minister, Hjalmar Schacht. 68 No wonder his son experienced mixed feelings when invited to Hamburg, for it had been 'rumoured around Coventry that Sydney was a member of The Link': the Rotary-type club that formed part of the chain of Nazi fronts in pre-war Britain. 69 Though the poet rubbished the rumour as 'derogatory gossip', it seems highly unlikely that, given his views, Coventry's treasurer was never asked to join this Anglo-Nazi league. 70 And if Sydney did attend any of its meetings, it would have been at the Birmingham branch, where, alongside other local government officers, barmy baronets, and the odd celebrity cricketer, he would have heard the university's Professor Sir Raymond Beazley analyse the Germans as Europe's 'finest, most virile and valuable stock', and genetically the closest to Anglo-Saxons. 71 In any event, The Link would come back to haunt the poet, because it had been bankrolled by the F.V.S. Foundation, the very sponsors of the Shakespeare Prize, and his Hamburg hosts.
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The Mower Mown 'Wouldn't Daddy be pleased', Larkin wrote to his 90-year-old mother when his Hamburg prize was announced, while telling Arts Council cronies he 'dreaded having anything to do with "those Nazis"'. 73 The initials F.V.S. pass without comment in Motion's account, except to note how the recipient 'made little mention of the F.V.S. Foundation's hospitality (their hotel mini-bar full of half-bottles of champagne) or the excitement and pleasure on his and Monica's faces in photographs taken at the prize-giving'. 74 For the biography was completed just prior to the furore that engulfed the organisation during the 1990s, which would lead to the abandonment of its Shakespeare Prize, together with the Goethe, Herder, and Montaigne prizes for contributions to European culture, in 2006. But the material that has since emerged about the pre-war activities of the F.V.S., in funding propaganda operations like The Link, throws an entirely new light on the poet's aspersions about 'those Nazis', and goes a long way towards explaining what otherwise seems the absurd overreaction in his 'sense of terror' at being required to deliver a lecture on Shakespeare, which he predicted would be an occasion that rolled all 'the archetypal Larkin nightmares into one (and takes place in a foreign country to boot)': I shall be living under the shadow of what will probably be the most awful ordeal I have undergone. I hate social occasions, being deaf; I can't eat banquets when I'm nervous; and apart from having absolutely nothing to say on the subject (or anything else) I abhor public speaking … The whole thing will probably go down in history as a parallel to the murder of the Archduke at Sarajevo. However, this is meant simply as a letter of acceptance. I'm sure you'll be getting back to me again when details have to be settled. 75 Motion's book is graced by all the politesse that made its author such a courtly laureate. Its politics are less sure, with The Link mistimed as 'neo-Nazi'. But a failure to unpack Larkin's breach of a quarter-century embargo on travel by making an exception for Shakespeare, and in 72 Motion, Philip Larkin: A Writer's Life, p. 11, quoting John Kenyon. 73 Ibid., p. 457. 74 Ibid., p. 458. 75 Website of the Alfred Toepfer Stifftung F.V.S., accessed 22 Feb. 2014.
Germany 'to boot', can be excused by the runic character of the F.V.S., which its website claims developed because its founder never clarified whether the initials referred to Prussian politician Freiherr vom Stein or the poet Friedrich von Schiller. That cryptic elision of poetry and politics was typical of Alfred Toepfer, the Baltic grain and shipping magnate whose fortune underwrote the Hansische Stiftung F.V.S. that this veritable reaper launched in 1931 to promote the dream of 'a united Europe'. 76 All his life, and he died as late as 1993, aged almost 100, Toepfer operated as an éminence grise; so his prizes were founded anonymously, in the run-up to the 1936 Berlin Olympics, and hosted by what was then styled the 'Hanseatic University of Hamburg'. The so-called Kuratorium charged with the Shakespeare Prize nonetheless reflected the ideas the self-styled 'merchant of Hamburg' wrote into its mission statement about the Hanseatic North, in which 'not all foreign influences' were either 'beneficial or welcome'. 77 For it consisted of Hans Friedrich Blunck, a völkisch mythomane of Nordic history, and president of the Reich Writers' Academy, with Hans Grimm, author of People Without Room, a novel popularising the Nazi geopolitics of Lebensraum, under the chairmanship of Adolf Rein, the university's rector and director of its racist Colonial Institute, who had written the handbook on the imposition of the Führerprinzip in higher education, and was never to be de-nazified, though he sat on the board of the F.V.S. until 1976.
In a revelatory recent essay the musicologist Alain Frogley has exposed the presentation of the first Hanseatic Shakespeare Prize to Ralph Vaughan Williams in 1937 as a cynical scam, which 'succeeded because it was based on an elegantly simple premise: that idealists in Britain who were committed to peace could be exploited' to assist Nazi Germany in its annexations and racial policies, the trick being 'to keep the British believing that a diplomatic accommodation could be found, and here every piece of cultural propaganda helped the cause'. 78 It also helped that the SS was just then busy promoting Shakespeare as a prophet of eugenics, whose 'happy breed of men' (Richard II II. i. 45) had been generated on the supremacist principle that 'From fairest creatures we desire increase' (Sonnet 1). 79 Thus, Toepfer's prize began as an object lesson in the relationship of art and totalitarianism, 76 when, having calculated that a musician would be less trouble than a writer, the Hamburg authorities deliberately misled the left-wing and pacifist composer into believing his acceptance of a Shakespeare Prize implied no endorsement of racism. 80 Their intermediary in this ruse was Oxford's Professor of German, Hermann Fiedler, a former tutor of Edward VIII and virulent anti-Semite, who almost gave the game away, however, when in May 1937 he wrote to The Times deploring any boycott of German universities on account of their Jewish expulsions.
Fiedler was pleased to inform Toepfer that Vaughan Williams was of Aryan blood, while simultaneously reassuring the creator of Sir John in Love that his award of the Shakespeare Prize would simply 'honour English music'. But canny old R.V.W. was not so easily duped, affirming his resolve 'to combat all the present German régime stands for', and acquiescing only providing he would be allowed to speak freely on the day. And as the ceremony drew closer, the composer coded his political concerns in his BBC-commissioned Serenade to Music, which set the moonlit exchange in The Merchant of Venice, between the significantly Jewish Jessica and the gentile Lorenzo, about the 'wild and wanton herd | Or race of youthful and unhandled colts', whose 'mad bounds, bellowing and neighing loud', are tamed, and 'savage eyes turned to a modest gaze, | By the sweet power of music' (V. i. Gardiner continued to advise on the Shakespeare Prize when it was rehabilitated, and himself won a Goethe Prize in 1970. So in travelling to Germany to hail the virtues of 'strength and simplicity' in the 1930s, Larkin was not only coming close to outing the 'Nordic' Weltanschauung of 'the merchant of Hamburg', and of his father, but also the suspicious fire-spilling flag under which his first collection The North Ship had misguidedly sailed, with its 'tall ships, wind mastered' sounding like a bad translation of Stefan George, or indeed like the passwords of the anti-Semitic Nordic League: 85 The northern sky rose high and black Over the proud unfruitful sea, East and west the ships came back Happily or unhappily: But the third went wide and far Into an unforgiving sea Under a fire-spilling star, And it was rigged for a long journey. 86 After the 'turbulence' of 1938, the F.V.S. had sought a Shakespeare winner who was ideologically 'clean', and Masefield was chosen only after 83 Schlaeger, Shakespeare Prize, 1937-2006, pp. 16, 34-5. 84 Griffiths, Fellow Travellers of the Right, pp. 142-6, 321-7. 85 For the occultist 'mumbo jumbo' of the Nordic League, see Richard Thurlow, Fascism in Britain: A History, 1918-1985 (Oxford 1987) pp. 78-83. 86 Larkin, 'The North Ship', ll. 17-24, CP, p. 21; 'Love, we must part', CP, p. 18.
Gardiner had convinced Propaganda Minister Goebbels that the poet held a 'basically positive attitude' to the Nazi Völksgeist. 87 Not surprisingly, then, it is Toepfer's ecological politics that are now in question, following a polemic published in April 2010 by Michael Pinto-Duschinsky in the Eurosceptic magazine Standpoint, headlined 'The Prize Lies of a Nazi Tycoon'. This calls on Oxford University to discontinue its Hanseatic Scholarships for study in Germany, that were financed by the F.V.S. under the patronage of Hitler's ambassador Ribbentrop, to complement the Shakespeare Prize in 1937: the year their donor also became 'a sponsoring member' of the SS. 88 Toepfer had just spent a year in prison for 'tax evasion', but in reality for financing the plots of his old Freikorps comrades. Oxford's benefactor was a resister, it turns out: because he considered Hitler too liberal! 89 An inquiry hurriedly set up by the university has, however, now validated the exchange, providing the F.V.S. is 'open as to Alfred Toepfer's conduct and the Foundation's activities, and repudiates Toepfer's association with the Nazi regime': conditions that it insists have now been met. 90 But though the historian Richard Evans, himself a former Hanseatic Scholar, has protested in the Times Higher Education Supplement that the origin of the scheme, in wealth consolidated by supplying quicklime to the Polish ghettoes, is 'no different from the racist background of the Rhodes scholarships' which inspired Toepfer, this controversy over 'tainted money' may hint at why Larkin's 'pleasure leaked away' as he learned that he 'would have to take part in a scheme entailed in the prize, which involved an exchange scholarship between Hamburg and the University of Hull'. 91 haze of ash-blue sea close by.' 93 Thus, Larkin would claim Hull as his own 'separate place', because the 'Isolate city … keeps her face | Half-turned to Europe'; but the photos of the writer's face fully turned towards the Mower of Hamburg suggest he must have been made aware of the affinity between his concern 'that beyond the town | There would always be fields and farms', and the poisoned eco-politics of Toepfer's conservation programme. 94 For the agro-industrialist had founded Germany's Verein Naturschutzpark in 1956 out of the same alarm, that 'Despite all the land left free … it isn't going to last', as the poet sounded in his dystopian elegy 'Going, Going': 'According to Toepfer … preserving scenic landscapes representative of the country's regional Heimaten would strengthen ties to an imagined German Heimat.' 95 So, while Larkin's lyrical lament for 'The shadows, the meadows, the lanes', is usually depicted as a reflex of what Tom Paulin calls his 'rancid' English nationalism, this 'Nordic Shakespeare' connection unearths something much more sinister. 96 It exposes what, in his book The Song of the Earth, Jonathan Bate suspects is the 'crooked and rocky' path that links the poet's prescience about 'the loss of England's flower-rich hay meadows' with the 'Nazi Ecology' of Richard Walther Darré, 'advocate of organic farming and agricultural minister to Adolf Hitler'. 97 Of the forty recipients of the Shakespeare Prize, it seems that only Larkin, with his ideological roots in the organic fascism of the 1930s, had cause to make it into a joke. Thus, 'I have been awarded the Iron Cross, First Class, and have to go to Hamburg to receive it', the poet jested to Hull colleagues: 'I'll try to bring you back a Mauser.' 98 As Motion recounts, anyone who congratulated him on his award 'was thanked with a grimace' or 'degrees of mockery -of himself and of the Germans'. But the protests at being 'consumed with dread' were so overdone it is tempting to believe that Larkin knew very well what the letters F.V.S. stood for, and that by travelling
